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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

BigCo is planning an update to JVM settings on all production nodes at the of the month. 

The production application supports high availability. 

To ensure that users can continue working without distribution while the JVM changes are in process, select and move
all of the following tasks to the Task List Order column arrange then correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What two features do activities and functions share? (Choose Two) 

A. Ability to be circumstanced 

B. Ability to be parameterized 

C. Ability to be called directly from a decision table 

D. Ability to be versioned 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 3

Ar.mo Corporation is designing an Order Fulfillment application built on an Inventory application. Both applications reuse
a section that displays Part details. Where do you configure the PartOetails section? 

A. In an Inventory ruleset within the Inventory application\\'s work pool class 

B. In an Order Fulfillment luleset within the Order Fulfillment application\\'s Parts data class 

C. In an Enterprise ruleset within the Inventory application\\'s Paits data class 

D. In an Order Fulfillment ruleset within the Order Fulfillment application\\'s work pool class 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Select the recommended option for extending the data model provided by a pega industry framework. 

A. Specialize the data model as little as possible. 

B. Redefine the data model. 

C. Hide the data model with a custom data model. 

D. Hide the data model with an Enterprise service Bus (ESB) dictated data model. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three approaches arc considered a PegaUnit: testing best practice? (Choose Three) 

A. A test ruleset is placed at the top of an application\\'s ruleset stack. 

B. A test case uses limited assertions. 

C. A test case groups relevant asseitions together. 

D. A test case is not necessary when an error message is the expected result. 

E. A test case focuses on a single area of functionality. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 6

You oversee a medium-size development team. Some of the team members and new to Pega and are working on
features in a separate branch. What are two ways you can ensure that the rules the team creates adhere to best
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practices? (Choose Two) 

A. Run 1 rarer on each new rule in the branch that new team members check in to identify any failures in rule
execution. 

B. Leverage the branch review feature to have senior team members validate the branch contents. 

C. Use Pega Log Analyzer to locate any exceptions in the branch associated with the new team members. 

D. Review the branch quality to identify any rules with guardrail warnings. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7

Users in a cloud-based production application report a chronic performance issue that occurs every day between 2:00
P.M. and 4:00 P.M. AH attempts to reproduce the problem in the Development, QA, and Staging environments have
failed. Which two techniques help you troubleshoot the problem? (Choose Two) 

A. Review Performance Alerts and Exceptions in PDC. 

B. Review a Production Tracer Log using SMA. 

C. Review Alerts and Exceptions using PLA. 

D. Review Performance Alerts and Exceptions in AES. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

BigCo receives complaints from existing customers and new prospects that BigCo representatives contact them with
irrelevant offers and products. Which two Pega solutions do you suggest to help solve this problem? (Choose Two) 

A. Pega Marketing 

B. Pega Customer Service 

C. Robotic Process Automation 

D. Customer Decision Hub 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

Review the following classes and properties: A field group list is defined at the MyCo-Lending-Work work pool level. The
find group list name is Loans: the specified data type is MyCo-Data-Loan. 
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Which three statements are valid? (Choose Three) 

A. An auto loan application can extend MyCo-Data-LoarvAuto without affecting a sum performed against .Loans C).
Amount 

B. At design time, the system issues a warning since it is poor practice to define a field group with an abstract data type
ctas% 

C. All pages within the .Loans field group must be the same class, either MyCo-Data-Loan- Aiito or MyCo-Oata-Loan
Mortqage 

D. The pxObjClass of any page in the .Loans field group list can be changed at nm time and does not need to be the
same class. 

E. A rule In MyCo-DataLoan-Mortgage can only be referenced through -Loans if also defined In MyCo Data-Loan. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three actions do you recommend to address their performance issue and ensure optimal application performance
in the future? (Choose Three.) 

A. Dedicated a node to background processing. 

B. Review application environment sizing. 

C. Remove embedded dashboard reports from the manager portal. 

D. Minimize the usage of robotic automations. 

E. Review selection criteria of agent activities. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Explanation: Six weeks after you deliver your application to production, you users report that the application slows down
in the afternoon. The application is almost completely unresponsive for some users shortly after 3:00 P.M. Other users 

do not experience this problem until later in the day. 

You do not have access to the Production environment, but you do have access to AES. The production environment
has three nodes and a load balancer. You need to resolve this issue because a new division of the organization will
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start 

using the application next month. 

 

QUESTION 11

XYZ, Inc. is multinational software interested in deploying a worldwide application as soon as possible. The application
currently does not have requirements that depend on its user\\'s geographical region. An outside consultant suggested
that the application initially be generated with a framework and implementation layer. 

Which three questions do you ask to validate the outside consultant\\'s recommendation? (Choose Three) 

A. Can the framework layer instead consist of multiple built-on applications? 

B. How many languages and locales must the application eventually support? 

C. Is there a reason why this decision cannot be made at a later time? 

D. Is there an intent to market the framework layer to other companies? 

E. What is the name of the first division or region that uses the application? 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

BiyCo has two development projects currently in progress developed by independent teams. One team builds the
Quoting application. Another team builds the Policy Administration application. Development takes place on different
servers 

with separate rulebases. 

The Quoting application is built on the Policy Administration application. 

The Policy Administration application requires enhancements to support other areas of the business. 

The Quoting team is notified when the Policy Administration application is versioned. The Quoting team responds by
importing a HAP containing the new version. 

Select the two best practices to minimize potential development conflicts and work with the most current version of the
Policy Administration application. (Choose Two) 

A. Periodically rebase the Policy Administration application. 

B. Switch between applications when modifying rules. 

C. Perform branch reviews when merging brandies. 

D. Share rulesets between both applications. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 13

Using the information shown in the Class structure, select the correct statement. 

A. Auto must be a subcase of Parking. 

B. Instances of EventBooking and Hosted can be stored in a separate. 

C. EventBooking cannot be a subcase of Auto. 

D. Parking and Auto instances must be stored in the same table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

MyCo.com has instances of SCM-F5, SmartDispute, and CPM-F5 in their Production Environment distributed across
multiple Pega instances. A new business requirement states that users working in any one application cart create a
case in any other application. 

What is your recommendation to implement the new business requirement? 

A. Synchronize case creation with RFST services. 

B. Leverage database replication to communicate case creation. 

C. Implement Federated Case Management. 

D. Implement a parent case across multiple products. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 15

You review and tune the agent configuration on a production system since some default
agents----------------and--------------.(choose two) 

A. Are not necessary for every application. 

B. require an agent schedule record 

C. Should never run in a production environment. 

D. need to be registered with the master agent 

Correct Answer: AC 
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